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CBury Adventures
Peyton Hall

Honourable Mention: Scholastic Art and Writing
Competition

Born to Run
Taylor Danser
The trail is dark and I am all alone
A morning’s breeze does calm the inner pain
With gravel sending jolts all through my bones
Great worlds of thoughts race all across my brain
My lungs, on fire, My legs like lead; I taste
The dust that flies into my tired face
My mind resists with every passing step
I round the bend, my feet increase their pace
Slight cheers and cries begin to fill my soul
Fresh air can find no way into my chest
My eyes are shut, my skin can’t sense the cold
I fly beneath the sun all drenched in sweat
No time to pause when you first hear the gun
No chance is missed when you were born to run
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Blackout Poem

Nicole Tamol, text from Anna Karenina
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Listen
Titilayo Ekunsami
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Louie Legrasse and the Case of the Drowned Ghost
Jacob Eugene
My name is Suzie Quentin, and I’m not a kid that scares easily. I’m not one of those girls who jump at horror movies or need a
guy to protect her. I’ve taken karate since I was 5 and if I had to, I could totally beat the life out of someone. I bring this up to
emphasize the threat my assistant detective/friend Louie Legrass and I faced at the Gregory Bechdel Memorial Lake, a threat
that to this day shakes me to my core and has been the culprit behind all of my sleepless nights.
It started in autumn-- October 17th, to be exact. Legrasse and I were in the treehouse, or as Louie kept calling it, The
Fortress of Solitude, watching Sherlock and doing homework.
And in case you’re wondering, yes, it’s that Louie Legrasse. That walking Wikipedia who shoves his nose into any situation from
a light lunch theft to an actual first-degree murder in Riverton. By extension, that means I am that Suzie Quentin, his bodyguard/co-detective.
I’m also his best friend, but nobody seems to really care about that part. The part where we do impressions of TV
characters or help each other with homework, which are constantly lost on people because when people hear the name Suzie
Quentin they don’t think normal 8th grader-- they think volatile, angry, constantly PMSing psychopath who keeps Louie from
being killed by pedophiles and gang members. Yes, our reputations around Riverton proceed us by a whole mile.
Louie doesn’t seem to mind, says that all great crime fighters get scrutiny from their community. Sherlock Holmes, Hercule
Poirot, Batman and finally us. That’s how he saw us, real detectives, heroes keeping the people of Riverton from chaos.
Wow, I got really off track there, sorry. As you can obviously see, I’m not a writer. It’s just that when I try to tell a story, I
tend to become a motormouth-- especially a story so &*$%# your pants scary.
Anyway, I and Legrasse were hanging out in the treehouse when suddenly we heard someone climb up the ladder.
“25 cents a client,” Louie shouted out the door-- a quarter’s the usual fee for our services. We heard a clink in the can we hung
outside of the window for payment and I pulled it up. “Come in,” I called, and the boy climbed up the ladder and through the
door. It was Georgie Harrison, one of the best child actors in Riverton. (He was almost in Stranger Things.)
He usually looked pretty alright, with light blond hair that he usually kept styled in a suave, kinda Zac Efron style-- but
this time his curls were plastered to his forehead and he looked like he just ran 50 miles nonstop. His face was glistening in
sweat and he gasped out a couple breaths before he got out, “I need...your help...a case...ghost!”
“We don’t do ghosts,” Louie replied curtly. “We handle cases for the real world, save your paranormal tales for the SYFY
channel.”
I smacked him upside the head and reminded him that our job was to hear all cases and try to help people whenever
we can, no matter the case. Louie pulled me behind the crates that made up our office and we began one of our ever-famous
arguments.
“He’s terrified,” I told him, “He had to have seen something!” Louie rubbed the bridge of his nose. “Fine, we’ll hear him
out.” He poked his head out and turned to Georgie and asked, “So how did all of this happen?” Georgie wiped the sweat off his
brow and launched into his story. “I was taking glamour shots by the lake around 8, trying to look more rugged because of this
role I’m auditioning for-’’.
“Stop, stop,” Louie interrupted. “Just get to the ghost.”
“Right,” Georgie continued. “Well, as I was leaving, I heard this girl...singing. I looked to see where it was coming from
and saw this row boat floating on the water, she was wearing this formal dress and singing this song… it went like, ‘Are with
the lord above, and am I still your one true love’- I didn’t know what it was, but it didn’t matter because as I saw her face I… I
started running but I felt this chill on my spine and knew she was following me, I tripped on a branch and saw her decaying
face again, it was terrifying, I swear it sounds crazy- but I’m not. It was real.”
Louie took a deep breath and wrote down some notes. “We’ll take it. From your description I can tell it was Gregory Bechdel lake, correct?” Georgie nodded his head yes and I gulped in fear. “Library?” I asked him, smirking in a cool-i-know-wherethis-is-going expression. “Indeed,” he responded, mirroring my smug expression.

We ended up in that library for about two hours, looking at books about everything from demonic possession to
local hauntings to coloring books about Disney rides. Louie kept suggesting ways the ghost could have been faked. “It was
obviously Pepper’s Ghost,” he suggested.
“Her name was Pepper?” I asked, searching through the obituaries for anyone named Pepper.
“No, her name was Tabitha. I’m talking about how the ghost effect was faked,” Louie then pulled up a video of the
haunted mansion at Disney World and paused on the ballroom scene in the ride. “See those dancing ghosts, and how they
look transparent-- that’s the effect known as Pepper’s Ghost.” Louie opened an old Riverton High School file and showed
me the ghost’s full name-- Tabitha Holloway. The ghost of Bechdel Lake. Black Tabitha. “There’s our ghost,” Louie chortled.
“I would be more respectful,” I warned. “She died insulted so now she haunts her skeptics and those who enter her
lake.” I pulled out the reports of the ghost’s victims. Sunken canoes and rafts, bloated bodies of ghost hunters or kids too
stupid to know better than to enter the lair of a ghost.
Louie rolled his eyes so far I saw the whites and stems poke out. “Quentin, you’re the second smartest person I
know, why are you actually buying into this ghost crap?”
“I’m just saying you should be careful, alright?!” I reminded him, “Even if it’s not a ghost, we know that Georgie saw something.”
Louie pondered this for a moment and actually agreed with me. Yes, Louie Legrass, the most stubborn kid in
Riverton actually agreed with a point that wasn’t his.
Anyway I digress, we had formed the hypothesis that if the ghost hadn’t been real, we still had to figure out what
found Georgie that night.
We rode our bikes to the lakefront and walked to where Georgie told us he saw the ghost and started to look
around. “Look here,” I alerted him. “There are some footprints that lead out of the lake!”
Louie walked over and observed the prints and traced them back to the lakefront. “Not only that, but the prints lead out
of the lake.” He crouched down by the edge of the lake and noticed small dots near the footprints that had to be water
droplets. “So how is our perp doing this if he’s not a ghost?” I asked, waiting to hear his explanation for how a human was
able to pull this off. “Underwater breathing apparatus?” Louie proposed.
“Face it Legrass,” I said (kinda smugly, I’ll admit), “It’s a ghost.”
Louie pulled up an article from ghoststories.net about Black Tabitha and told me the plan. “Tabitha was a girl who
got stood up on a date waiting on a canoe all night until she froze to death, found clutching a record in her hands. Teen
Angel, which is where those words Gordie mentioned came from,” Louie explained.
“Wait”, I interrupted “so those words were lyrics?”
“Yep,” Louie responded. “According to this site and local legend, she appears randomly but can be lured out by
foolish young lovers who dare to enter her domain on dates-- the site’s wording, not mine-- so we simply need to find two
people to go on a date in the lake and lure out the perp.”
I gave him a smirk, watching the gears in his brain spin until it clicked and he turned absolutely red. Louie stammered, “Look, um, Quentin, it’s not that I don’t find you attractive or that this is a bad plan it’s um...well...oh Lord.” He was
sweating a lot; I found this absolutely hilarious and explained that it wouldn’t be a real date, but one we could use to lure
the ghost out. “I know that,” he tried to explain, “it’s just that, well--”
“Well what?” I snapped. “Spit it out.”
Louie gulped. “Would it be believable that I’d be on a date with you?”
“Am I not attractive or something? Am I too violent?” Maybe I was getting a bit too dramatic, but I was so sick of
feeling like I wasn’t dateable. I know that sounds selfish, but I’m a teenage girl, sue me.
“
It’s not that, you’re just way out of my league, I mean you’re kinda hot” Louie blushed even harder realizing what
he said, and I blushed because my best friend/boss called me hot. “Wow, thanks,” I said, having no idea what to say in a
mix of awkwardness and genuine flattery.
Louie tried insisting that he meant it, but I cut him off. “No, it was sweet. I’ll see you tonight, alright?”
“Sure,” Louie said, “8 o’clock, the lake, I’ll bring some Taco Bell.”
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We met at the lake at 8 on the dot. I wore a pink sundress and my cleanest pair of Converse, and Louie showed up
on his bike wearing a polo shirt and some jeans with the aforementioned taco bell in the basket of the bike.
“Bon appetit,” he joked, holding up the bag.
“Wow, you clean up nice, Legrasse,” I said-- and he did. I was honestly floored at how actually attractive he looked.
So we got on a canoe and rowed out onto the lake, we then opened the taco bell and started digging in.
“Keep a lookout for a glowing light and some music,” Legrasse instructed. “Got it,” I told him and we began to watch
over the lake. About an hour passed and I had honestly begun to grow bored when, from the corner of my eye, I saw something glowing in the distance. “Louie...I see her,” I whispered, trying not to make a sound.
“Let’s row closer,” he suggested and we grabbed the oars and rowed towards a cave where the light seemed to be
coming from. (As if this night couldn’t get creepier.) “Well, this is terrifying,” Louie observed. “She has to be in here.”
We got out of the canoe, wading in the shallow water of the cave and totally ruining our clothes. We climbed to the
floor of the cave and started to look around. Louie, breathing in the dank air, turned on the flashlight and began surveying
the area.
“Okay, we should check out the left opening of the cave and search around for our guy. We should clear that area in about-”
“Or,” I interrupted, “we could just turn around-”
But as I mentioned the idea, his face went slack and I turned to see her standing on the cave floor behind me. Black
Tabitha. She looked just as Georgie described: rotten skin like leather, sunken decomposed eyes and a bent chicken neck.
“Leave...now,” Tabitha rasped, “Or else.”
Louie smirked and moved closer. “This is a pretty nice costume,” he told the ghost. “Very high-class stuff. Universal
Halloween Horror Nights quality.”
He reached out to touch the ghost’s dress, like a madman, and the ghost jerked back in surprise. She growled and
lunged towards Louie, slashing him across the back. He cried out as he twisted away from her grasp, landing hard on the
cave floor.
“Louie,” I shouted, grabbing his shoulders to try to wake him up. As I kept shaking him, the ghost came closer; she
tried to strike me and missed, so I grabbed a rock and threw it in Tabitha’s face-- but it went right through.
I grabbed Louie under his arms and tried dragging him back to the boat, but Tabitha grabbed his ankle and tried to
drag him deeper into the cave. I pulled with all of my might and finally wrestled Louie free from Tabitha’s grasp. I lifted him
up and dropped him in the canoe-- the poor thing was passed out. I wanted to go back and attack the ghost, but I heard it
shriek back in the cave and I felt tears running down my face as my fear rang through my head-- so I left.
I rowed Louie back to the shore and pulled him onto the bank, trying to wake him up again. Finally, he startled,
gasping in pain. As soon as he sat up, he started insisting, “We have to go back, we have to know what’s going on!” Louie
pushed himself to his feet and started limping back towards the boat before I grabbed his wrist and pulled. “NO!” I took a
deep breath before I spoke again, throat thick with tears. “We are never going back there. Alright?”
“But the case--” he protested.
“NO! Listen, I almost lost you back there, and I won’t risk that again for some stupid case.” I know, I overreacted-but I deserve it. My best friend almost got killed. Louie looked back at the lake, still once more, before taking my hand and
letting me lead him back to town.
And that’s all that happened. We dropped the case, we even returned the quarter to Georgie. Louie sometimes
considers taking up the case again, but I know he won’t.
Sometimes I can feel her nails scratching at my skin and I swear that when I can’t sleep, I can hear her voice singing
in the night.
I told Louie that next time we should stick to the normal stuff, like petty theft and killers, and he said that sounded
like a good idea.
If you want a moral, I don’t have it, or a better conclusion. All I know is that Louie Legrasse and the case of the
Drowned Ghost will forever remain unsolved.
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Into the Dark
Telfair Epperson
Honourable Mention: Scholastic Art and Writing
Competition
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Dreaming of Tomorrow
Carrie-Anne Rogers

Blackout Poem
Ramsey White, text from Anna Karenina
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The Falling of Love
Emma Bryson

As the warm summer days draw to an end,
The vibrant leaves slowly begin to die.
Leaving their trees, they begin to descend
And coat the Earth like the darkening sky.
Just as the trees do shake their leaves away,
You shook me from your open loving arms.
Now our love lies on the ground in decay,
You left because of someone else’s charm.
Why oh why did you leave me here alone?
Apart from the branch I cannot survive,
And like a leaf I wither on my own
Without the one that makes me feel alive.
Now that the chill of fall is upon me,
From this cold heartbreak I wish to be free.
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Guess the Movie
Grace Dortch
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Mornings Without Work
Anika Rauch
The time of day, when the air is quiet
Soft chirps outside sing the morning alive
Around you, all is soft, something private
Soft light through the blinds, the sun has arrived
Is someone awake? Did they sleep at all?
Then the part that wakes, the coffee brewing
Caramelized air, forcing you enthralled
It’s hard to leave, one’s bed feels so soothing
Idling, remembering the far dreams
Seems like only seconds passed from days end
Now, renewed with energy, so it seems
You take the first steps, walking to descend
In this new day, what stops you from living?
Only think of today, now uplifting
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A Fine Feathered Friend
Isabella Ackerman
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College Entrance Essay
Sophie Roper

A fourth grader walks towards the band room with her brand-new percussion kit, nervous but eager to learn
how to play. Looking through the window in the door, her heart sinks; there are only boys in the room. A
seventh grader walks towards the computer lab midday on her first day of school. Excited to start learning
about Creative Technology, she takes a seat and leaves the one beside her open, hoping for another girl, who
never appears. An eleventh grader hesitantly walks towards her A.P. Statistics class, worrying her worst fear
would come true. With four of the five tables occupied by boys, she takes the empty one, and immediately
her teacher comes up and whispers, “Don’t worry, another girl is coming.”
Throughout my entire school career, I have been the only girl in the room in at least one of my classes each
year. Although this situation may seem like a silly little problem, especially in this day and age, it created an
immediate obstacle in those classes that only I had to face. Upon realizing I am the one girl with 29 boys, a
myriad of thoughts and emotions flooded my mind, creating intense anxiety and self doubt -”I am out of
place ... How do I blend in? ... Do I even try to blend in? ... How do I get noticed for something other than being
a girl? ... Are they making fun of me? ... Why are they excluding me? ... Why are they so loud?” At times, this
anxiety became so overwhelming and disheartening I seriously contemplated quitting to go knit in A Stitch in
Time or take another girl-centric course. Not that I am making fun of these courses, they just did not interest
me, but taking one would have made school so much easier.
But I am not the kind of girl who takes the easy way out. I refuse to compromise my authentic self and my
desire to learn certain subjects just to satisfy a stereotypical norm. My self-perceived stigma drove me to work
ten times harder than the rest of the class. My feelings of isolation slowly melted away as I forced myself to
interact and eventually become friends with the few boys who acknowledged my existence. Luckily, I could
always rely on empathetic teachers, who made sure I felt safe participating in class. My teachers never gave
me special treatment, but they made sure the boys never stifled my voice or marginalized me. As I overcame
the anxiety, my performance excelled. The little fourth grader became the first chair of her school’s band and a
three time All State Snare Drum. That AP Statistics class the Junior stressed about became the highlight of her
day, not because her friends were there, but because she truly enjoyed the subject. And the seventh grader
transformed her curiosity for creative technology into a passion for math and science that will last a lifetime.
Now I know high school graduation is not the end of my ‘silly little problem.’ My desire to major and work in
the technology field guarantees future male-dominated classes and workplaces. However, there is no way I
will be dominated. Because I have faced this obstacle so many times, I have developed the inner strength and
self-confidence to accept and face the challenge head on. As I continue to pursue my passions, I will not let
the glass ceilings get in my way. This only girl in the classroom will become a woman in the boardroom.
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Three Year Old’s Tragedy
Kendra Johnson
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Farewell to Cambridge

translated by Shao Zhang
Quietly I am leaving Cambridge,
As quietly as I came;
Gently say farewell to the Western
Shrouded sky aflame;
There stands the golden willows,
As a bride of sunset’s glow;
How its dancing ripples glint,
and stir my heart thereof;
Aquatic weeds laying on the soft soil,
Wave vibrantly under the water;
Inside the gentle bosom of River Cam,
I long to be incorporated as an aquatic weed!
The creek under the shade of elm tree,
Holds not clean water but the rainbow from the sky;
Shattered to pieces floating among the algae
Sinking with the splendid dream.
Seeking for a lost dream?
Pole a boat to upstream,
Whereabouts more verdant weeds thrive;
With a cabin full of glinting stars,
Singing under the splendor of starlights.
Yet I can’t sing aloud,
Since silence is my sorrowful instruments;
Even insects hush,
Since mute is Cambridge tonight.
Quietly shall I leave,
As I came quietly,
Gently I flick my sleeves,
Carrying not a slip of cloud.

Original Text of Farewell to Cambridge
by Xu Shimo

Clarity
Teresa Ngo
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The Wooden Bench
Telfair Epperson
I glance at the wooden bench with the metal railing and sit down. I’ve always loved these types of
benches. The ones that the city doesn’t replace with a newer version; the ones that speak a million different stories through their worn out wood. I give the world a quick glimpse before reaching into my back
pocket for my phone. I sigh when my hand only touches air. I had dropped my reliable phone just yesterday and with it the endless games that entertain my constant boredom. My eyes shift to my uneventful
surroundings, hoping my boyfriend comes on time for once.A little boy runs across the rain deprived
field. His blond hair, filled with dirt and grass, flows behind him. His little legs speed up as a football
grows closer to the ground a couple of feet in front of him. He dives at the last second to catch the ratty,
old football. I smile when I see him jump up with the ball securely caught in his hands.
A scream echoes across the park. I jump at the noise and turn to find the source of my fright. My
eyes catch hold of a man on the other side of the field. He yells again and one look at his face tells me
that it is out of joy. He jumps higher than a man of his age should be able to and he throws his arms into
the air. The boy with the football runs over to him and tackles the man in a hug. I giggle and watch as
they get up and the man brushes the dirt and grass out of the boy’s hair. The autumn wind blows my
frizzy hair into my eyes. I tie my har back and angle my face into the wind, closing my eyes as the cool air
calms the growing impatience in my heart. I listen as the whole park shakes with the wind. The golden
leaves rustle and fall off of the century-old oak trees. The bushes shiver and the dead grass moves only
slightly. For a few seconds everything is quiet. The laughter of a little girl breaks my reprieve. A teenage
boy pushes the little girl on the swing set. She screams with glee filled fear as he pushes her even higher.
I smile, remembering the days when my biggest issue was high I could swing. The boy slows the swing
down and the little girl jumps off the swing set and onto the boy’s back. They make their way out of the
park. Their laughter rings in my ears long after they leave. I watch as the light blue sky turns the colors of
rose and purple with a tint of orange. The boy and the man had left just as the bottom of the sun hit the
earth. I look at my cold hands in my lap and sigh. I’ve been here for at least two hours. He isn’t coming.
I knew he wasn’t going to come, yet I sat here anyways waiting and hoping that for once he wouldn’t
break my heart. I look up at the sunset and sigh; a sigh of disappointment—yes—but also a sigh of content. I had forgotten about the world around me.
I had forgotten about the world I had fallen in love with. I had forgotten about how beautiful a
simple pebble could be. I had forgotten about the simple act of watching the world. I sit there watching
the world turn dark. I sit there watching the buildings in the distance turn bright. I sit there feeling the
world inside of me turn calm. I sit there until everyone else is long gone. I stare at the wooden bench with
the metal railing and stand up, feeling freer than I have in a while. I glance at it one more time as I walk
away.
I love that bench.
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A Hard Day at Work
Sydney Carson
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Ajax and the Wolf
Tess Mulligan

The crystal snow crunched beneath Ajax’s worn leather boot. Each step was met with a
moment of hesitation before the icy tundra collapsed beneath her foot. As her journey continued
through this desert, ice crusted over the scarf covering her mouth and dusted her eyebrows. The
blue sky slowly fell into a deeper twilight color and when the sun fell into Ajax’s eyes, she squinted to
see the path ahead and continue the trek further into the harsh, unforgiving north.
Upon stepping into the shaded woods, Ajax noticed the temperature dropping to a crisp chill.
Ajax shivered in response, but muscled forward. When the sun had set and night was upon her, Ajax
settled to the ground and set up camp. The spark that brought the fire to life almost seemed to do
the same to the traveler, as color painted her cheeks again and her fingers regained feeling. Ajax
tugged her scarf and hood off from her head and breathed in the fresh, crisp air. She sighed at the
feeling. It was something Ajax always enjoyed. Despite the bite of frost or the leeching feeling of
the snow, the air refreshed her. The ice adorning her skin? Not so much.
She shivered as she gathered the sticks to light a fire and speared the rabbit she had caught over
it to prepare her dinner. After taking a sip from her chilly canteen, Ajax closed her eyes and let her
head hang to rest.
The flurries of the sky slowed and a beautiful silence settled in the atmosphere, save for the
crackling of the fire and the steady rise and fall of Ajax’s chest. However, it did not last long. A twig
snapped. A normally quiet, meaningless sound amplified by the stillness of the forest shocked every
system in Ajax’s body. In a heartbeat, her head had flipped up and her hand grabbed the knife at her
side.
Ajax stared into the eyes of a beast in front of her. Its fur was grey, layered with streaks of
white and its eyes were a deep brown, almost matching the oaks surrounding them. The beast was
fairly large but not taller than Ajax’s waist.
Adrenaline surged through her body, her breaths became quick and ragged but the wolf simply
stared.
“Get out of here.” Ajax commanded. The wolf cocked its head and wagged its tail.
“Shoo!” She tried again, but to no avail. The wolf made no motion to move. Ajax seized the moment and stood to a braced stance. She wielded the knife in front of her to show her willingness to
fight and moved up onto her toes, preparing herself to react. She waited for the attack that never
came. Instead, the wolf simply sat down and continued to look at her with innocent eyes. After a
moment, it stuck its tongue out and looked to the fire. Ajax followed its gaze and noticed that it was
staring at the browning rabbit.
She realized what the wolf wanted, removed the rabbit, tore off a piece and tossed it to the
wolf who captured it adeptly in the air. Ajax stared at it baffled. It didn’t attack her. It almost... asked
for the piece.

Ajax’s stomach rumbled and after watching the wolf munch on the meat for a moment, she decided
that the danger at hand wasn’t as dangerous as starving to death and sat down on the ground once
again. As she ate, the wolf made no move to pounce. Instead, after finishing its piece, it laid its head
down on the ground and quietly waited.
As the night continued to grow darker and colder and both had finished their meals, the weariness of the day’s travels caught up with the tired explorer. Her eyelids pulled themselves downward despite the constant fight to keep them open until they finally closed. The hands holding the
bone and knife slowly relaxed, letting them slip from her fingers to the soft snow. It hit with a plop
and the sound was instantly muffled. The wolf’s ear twitched, but quickly settled back in.
No matter how steadfast and strong Ajax’s efforts were to stay awake, the snow kept falling,
the wind continued to howl, the ice cut through her skin and in the end, the weariness won her over.
She let her head fall. She was too tired to be concerned about the wolf; it had done nothing so far,
so what was there to worry about?
Ajax felt her heart slow beat by beat, its rhythm becoming a smooth, laggard staccato. Her
body shivered but she was not aware of it until she felt a warm, soft pelt slink itself under the arms
draped over her knees and onto her legs. The sudden surge of heat gave Ajax the energy to peak
open her eyes only to find the wolf’s head resting on her lap.
Feeling some content, Ajax closed her eyes and drifted asleep.
The first thing Ajax noticed when she cracked her eyes open was that she was staring across
a plane of white powder. She must have lain down in the middle of the night. The second, was the
grey animal was pushed against her side, radiating heat and that her hand was entangled in the
wolf’s soft fur. Her eyes widened in panic, but she didn’t move. She couldn’t risk startling the beast.
As if it sensed her sudden worry, it shifted and looked at her. It yawned and then lazily rose to its feet
and puttered around the smoldering fire.
Ajax sat up and began to tidy her things for today’s journey, all the while keeping an eye on
the wolf. Her mind tried to make sense of the night’s events.
Why did the wolf not attack? Why did it help me? She had no answers, but she did have
thanks. Ajax reached into the leather bag on her back, pulled out an apple she had packed and cut
it in half before offering one end to the beast. It happily munched on the fruit, then moved closer to
Ajax who hesitantly reached down and pet the beast, hoping that it wouldn’t bite her hand off. The
more the wolf seemed to enjoy the affection, the more Ajax’s confidence grew, and soon she was
scratching behind its ears. The pair stayed like this for several minutes until Ajax saw the sun rising
just above the horizon.
“I’m sorry, but I must go.” She stopped, hoisted her pack onto her back and started her trek
once more. She barely got twenty feet before she noticed that the wolf was following her. With
every glance back, she saw that its tail was wagging and that it seemed excited. She smiled.
“Alright, come along. I think I’ll call you Frek.”
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Material Essence
Kate Mulkey
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To a Friend, in Case of Denial or Deferral
David Edwards

Some random admissions couns’lor with
An hour to read your app does not, cannot,
Tell you who you are or what you are worth.
You’re so much greater than they will ever know.
They’ve no idea how great you are; as
Compelling as your essays are, as much
Inspiring passion as you have in you,
You’re too incredible to be captured,
How kind and thoughtful you are every day,
How you light up rooms when you enter them,
How smart you are in ways grades can’t meas’re, how
your laugh alone makes a joke worth telling.
No matter how many words I write, none
Do justice, but a college even less.
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Blackout Poem
Chris Hoefling, text from Anna Karenina
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Life Will Not be Contained
Carrie-Anne Rogers
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the earth is an ashtin
Julia Bonetto

the earth is no more than a small ashtin
fire’s feet set upon its shallow ground
god gently taps the cigarette butt end
and the smallest of flecks come floating down
the newborn embers strike the dusty bowl
gasping for air, breathing with tenderest care
learning to live as both ash and as soul soon fade to the black, the dark unaware
smoke, rise up to wherever from you came
breath vanished from the body and the bones
a memory - a mere wisp - shall remain
the spirit called back to its higher home
what tragic choice to smother flames so young
the metronome stilled, a song left part unsung
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Gazing Through the Veil
Amanda Dowd

Honourable Mention: Scholastic Art and Writing
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Be Careful What You Wish For
Clara Lobsiger
Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way. Well,
today was exceptionally trifling. Father, Mother, Charles, and I attended church in the
ship’s lounge area again, a place truly unfit to praise the Almighty God. Although the
chairs were comfortable, the day as clear and blue as the sea carrying us, and the priest
was well equipped with his vast knowledge of scripture as always, Charles kept pestering
me as usual with his irksome sense of humor. Honestly, for a young man of his age, you
would think he would have the decency to stop his fatuous proclivity of kicking my shoe
under the seat whenever our parents are not looking.
After fifteen minutes into the service, I promised under my breath that I would
sneak out with him to play squash again tonight if he would quit his childishness. He
ceased his actions immediately, despite being aware of our parent’s disapproval of me
playing men’s sports. Later, after the service, he attempted to expiate his behavior by
explaining it was his duty as my older brother to make my life a living hell. Charles was
jesting, of course, but it only accomplished in feeding my early morning crossness more.
Afterwards Mother brought me along to dine with her and her friends, the ones
with the strange fancy towards hats that have an abundance of feathers. The entire time
it felt like I was feasting with a flock of peacocks rather than women, noisy and haughty
peacocks who had wheedled their way into unhappy marriages that promised money. At
least Mother seemed to enjoy herself. But how can I tell? Perhaps she abominates those
ghastly women just as much as I but hides it expertly behind her sangfroid which has
proven to be as indestructible as the toughest steel.
Father and Charles spent the day away in the smoking lounge again, conversing
with other men alike about business and other trivial men things. They came back tonight smelling like cigars, whiskey coating their tongues in such thick layers that I had to
muster all my self control not to cringe away when they leaned into kiss me goodnight.
My word, such men they are. I do not understand how Mother keeps such patience
around them, a skill she must have merited from being the youngest child of sixteen
brothers and sisters. I cannot imagine!
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How I long for the day to feel solid ground beneath my feet again. It was so much
easier to handle my family back in London where I could go take a walk to the library to
clear my head or go over to Jenny’s house to rave until my heart found relief. Although
the ship is large with an abundance of things to do, the RMS Titanic has proven to have
its limits over this period of time, such as the amount of privacy one can have away from
his or her family. Everywhere I go, my mother and her peacock friends or father and
Charles’ drinking mates are all there. I have no sanctuary of my own to escape to except
through paper and pen. Privacy simply does not exist on this cursed vessel.
At least with my smothering family it does not. Charles just gave the signal that
Mother and Father are asleep. I suppose that means I have to play squash now. Why did I
agree to this? I pray for the day when my family will leave me to my own devices so I can
get a sample of this peace and quiet people ramble about.
Sincerely, Alice Romaine
April 13, 1912
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